The Good Guys Bonus up to $300 Realca$h® on selected Cooking appliances
(“Promotion”)
Full Terms and Conditions
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. To be eligible, customers must purchase selected Cooking appliance in one complete
transaction listed below (“Applicable Product”) on sale between 10th Sept 2019 and 2nd Oct
2019 inclusive (“Promotion Period”) from any The Good Guys store or online to be eligible to
claim a Realca$h® for the amount listed in the table below (“Bonus”). Excludes eBay purchases.
2.
Applicable Product & Bonus
$20 RealCa$h - EW50,
$25 RealCa$h - CVE614SA,CHC944BA,
$30 RealCa$h - WVE616S,WVE616W,CHS942WA,VPP90S,
$40 RealCa$h - OC64KZ, OCC64TZ, OCG64X,
$50 RealCa$h - DEN8506, DEN8508, DEGHSL90, DEGHBG90, DEIND64C, DECH84SC,
EHC944BB, EVEP616DSD, EHI635BD, EHI645BD, WVE665S, WVE626S, WVEP615S, WHI745BA,
WHI634BB, WHC944BA, WHC942BA, WHI645BA, CVE662SA, CVEP614SA, CHI643BA,
OB60SC7CEX2, CE604CBX2, HP60IDCHX2, CG604CNGX2, CG604CLPX2, IVUM60, ILFM60CKX,
CU89-90, OBO654GG, OCG60X, ORW9XA, ORC97G, TEG95DUA-2, TEG95DUA, DWA6314B2,
DWAU6314X2, ST-BL1510, ST-BL1563U, ST-BL1550U, ST-BL1530U, ST-BL1564, TGG311,
TGG211, WHI644BA
$55 RealCa$h - GL301B-CAST,
$60 RealCa$h - OBO690GG, OCG755FX,ORU70X,GG54GOW,GG54RRW,
$63 RealCa$h - HBG633BB1B,
$65 RealCa$h - OCC70TZ,
$75 RealCa$h - HBG6753S1A, OB60SD9X1, CE604DTB1, CI604CTB1, HP90IDCHX2,
HC90DCXB3, CG905CNGX2,
$77 RealCa$h - GL603BZLPG,
$80 RealCa$h - EHG955SD,EHI667BD,EHI745BD,
$85 RealCa$h - GLS3-90B1,GL603WLPG-CAST,GL704WZNG,GL704WZLPG,
$90 RealCa$h - GL4BZLPG,
$93 RealCa$h - GL3WSOFTLPG-CAST,GL704BZNG-CAST,GL704WZNG-CAST,GL704WZLPGCAST,
$94 RealCa$h - GLS5-90B2
$100 RealCa$h - DEL6038D, DEP909M, DEP7410P, EMF61MVI, EMHUSH90C, DI664MVIB4,
EHG955BD, EHI955BD, ERC9025SD, ERC925DSD, WFE914SC, WVE914SB, GL4BZNG,
GL4BZLPG-CAST, GL4WZNG-CAST, OB60SC6CEPX2, OB60SC8CEPX2, CI604DTB3, OR90SCG2X1,
600SVGI,ILBV905, UM1170-9S1, UM1170-6S1, UM1170-6SP, UM-12UMSP, UM-9S1, UMPA9S1, UM-PA9SP, UM-9SP, UM1170-6ST, UM1170-9ST, UM1170-6SEL, UM1170-9SEL,
WM2190-6S1, WM2190-6SP, WM2190S1, WM2190SP, IS4110SP, IS4140S1, IS4140SP,
IS4160S1, WM3150-6S1, IS4160SP, WM3150-6SP, DS3131S1, DS3131SP, IS4110S1,
WM3150S1, WM3150SP, DS3170S1, DS3170SP, DS3170-12SP, WM2190-6ST, OO757X,
OCG95FFX
$102 RealCa$h - CS90S,
$115 RealCa$h - GL4BZNG-CAST,GL4SSZNG-CAST,
$125 RealCa$h - DWA6315X2,
$130 RealCa$h - EMHUSH85U,RZ94T-1,GLS4-60C2,GLS5-90B1,
$148 RealCa$h - HRG6767S2A,
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$150 RealCa$h - DEFV908BK, DI865MVN4, DI965MVI4, DI865MVI4, EVE626DSD, EVE636DSD,
EVEP626SD, EVEP618DSD, EVEP626DSD, EHI997BD, WVE916SB, WVEP916SB, OB60B77CEX3,
OB60SD9PB1, OB60SD11PX1, CI905DTB3, OR90SCG4B1, X400/90, UM1170-9SP
$200 RealCa$h - EVEP916DSD,WVE617S,OB76SDEPX3,OB90S9MEPX3,900SKMPI,
$250 RealCa$h - UM4220-12SP,UM4220-12SP2,UM422G-12SP,UM422G-12SP2,
$300 RealCa$h - WM-EX90S1,WM-EX90ST,WM-EX90SP,
$390 RealCa$h -T90WMP/I,
$550 RealCa$h - P90FWMP/I,
$600 RealCa$h - PW906MP/B,
3. Realca$h can be taken in the form of a Realca$h Eftpos card or bank transfer. Claimants will
have the option to choose their payment method when claiming their Bonus Realca$h online.
4. Claimants must claim online by visiting www.thegoodguys.com.au, and select the Promos and
Catalogues tab at the top of the page and then “claim an offer” from the drop down menu
(“Claim”). Follow the prompts to the claim form. All details must be completed in full in order to
be eligible to receive the Bonus.
5. All Claims must be received by 11:59pm AEST on 16th Oct 2019
6. Valid Realca$h® bank transfer claims will receive an email to the email address provided no
later than (4 weeks from closing date). The email will be sent from our promotional partner
iGoDirect Group PTY LTD and will contain a secure link for the Claimant to provide their bank
details for the funds transfer. Upon receiving valid bank details, funds will be transferred into
the Claimants account within 7 business days. Changes of nominated bank account will not be
permitted once supplied. If incorrect banking details are supplied the Claimant forfeits the bank
transfer amount and cannot reclaim.
7. Valid Realca$h® Eftpos card claims will receive their card for which they have qualified by post
no later than 13th Nov 2019
8. Successful Realcas$h Eftpos card claimants will be required to activate their Realca$h® Eftpos
card prior to first use at www.activ8card.com.au/thegoodguys. Realca$h® Eftpos card must be
activated within 1 month from the date printed on the letter received with the Card. The
Realca$h® Eftpos card will expire 12 months from the date of activation. Realca$h® Eftpos card
can be used to purchase goods wherever Eftpos is accepted however, cannot be used to
withdraw cash.
9. Applicable Product transactions must be started and be completed during the Promotion
Period.
10. In instances where items are required to be placed on order by a participating store, full
payment must be made during the Promotion Period to be eligible.

11. Purchases made using interest free finance are eligible for this Bonus Realca$h®offer.

12. To be eligible to claim, a functioning email and postal address must be supplied. The Promoter
will not accept liability for costs or claims arising from missing or invalid addresses and/or bank
account details. Changes of nominated claimant address will not be permitted after Claims have
closed.
13. Promotion only open to Australian permanent residents aged 18 years or over who make a
purchase for personal use only. Purchases for and in the name of trusts, companies, businesses,
commercial or residential developers/developments and purchases by builders, subcontractors,
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installers and resellers are not eligible. Promotion is only valid at The Good Guys stores or
online. Excludes eBay.

14. Incomplete, indecipherable or illegible Claims will be deemed invalid.

15. There will be a limit of one (1) Claim per customer/address with a maximum of four (4)
Applicable Products allowed per docket/claim. Applicable Products must be purchased in a
single completed and fully paid transaction to qualify. Bonus amounts relating to the Claim will
be aggregated on one Realca$h® eftpos card or Realca$h bank transfer.

16. Claimants must retain their original The Good Guys purchase tax invoice(s) for all Claims as
proof of purchase of the Applicable Product(s). Failure to produce the proof of purchase for all
Claims when requested may, in the absolute discretion of the Promoter, result in invalidation
of Claim and forfeiture of any right to Realca$h®

17. If there is a dispute as to the identity of a claimant, the claimant will be deemed to be the
person in whose name the purchase tax invoice was issued.

18. The Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
19. If the Realca$h® eftpos card is defaced, mutilated, altered, it will not be replaced, refunded or
redeemed; the card must be redeemed before the specified expiry date and it is up to the
claimant to use the full value of the Realca$h® eftpos card before the expiry date. Any card that
hasn’t been activated within 1 month from the date printed on the letter received with the card
cannot be extended, refunded or credited. Any unused balance for activated cards will not be
refunded or credited. If the Realca$h® eftpos card is lost or stolen, phone 1800 850 821 to
cancel your card and have it reissued (charges apply). To check your balance, please log onto
www.activ8card.com.au/thegoodguys. Realca$h® eftpos cards are subject to the conditions of
use which can be found at www.activ8card.com.au/thegoodguys.
20. The Realca$h® is managed by iGoDirect Group P/L 41 Stubbs Street Kensington VIC 3031.
21. The Realca$h® eftpos card is issued by Indue Ltd ABN 97 087 822 464, AFSL 320204.
22. The Promoter reserve the right to change any terms contained in these Terms of Use at any
time subject to the Relevant State Authorities who grant the licences. Changes to Terms of Use
will be available in store.

23. The Promoter, in its discretion, reserves the right to substitute Realca$h® with an offer to the
equal value and/or specification, subject to any written directions from a regulatory authority.

24. If this Promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as
reasonably anticipated due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter, the
Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to the fullest extent permitted by law (a) to
disqualify any claimant; or (b) subject to any written directions from a regulatory authority, to
modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the Promotion, as appropriate.

25. Except for any liability that cannot be excluded by law, the Promoter (including its officers,
employees and agents) excludes all liability (including negligence), for any personal injury; or
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any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct, indirect, special or
consequential, arising in any way out of the Promotion, including, but not limited to, where
arising out of the following: (a) any technical difficulties or equipment malfunction (whether or
not under the Promoter’s control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or third party
interference; (c) any Claim for Realca$h® that is late, lost, altered, damaged or misdirected
(whether or not after their receipt by the Promoter) due to any reason beyond the reasonable
control of the Promoter; (d) any tax liability incurred by a claimant; or (e) use of the Bonus.
26. The Promoter’s privacy policy (available on The Good Guys’ website at:
https://www.thegoodguys.com.au/privacy-policy) contains information about how The
Promotor will handle your personal information, and other information required to be
disclosed to you under the Privacy Act. You should read this policy before providing any
personal information to The Promoter. The Promoter collects personal information in order to
conduct the Promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose such information to third parties,
including, but not limited to, offer suppliers and as required, to Australian regulatory
authorities; entry is conditional on providing this information. By supplying the Promoter with
your personal information for this Promotion, you have given us permission to communicate to
you via mail, e-mail, SMS, MMS, Facebook, Twitter and telephone indefinitely to inform you
about our products and services. If you wish to obtain a copy of our privacy policy, access the
personal information we hold about you or if your personal information is inaccurate,
incomplete, out dated or to unsubscribe, please contact our Privacy Officer either by email to
privacy@thegoodguys.com.au or by post to The Good Guys, PO BOX 5190 South Melbourne
VIC 3205
27. The Promoter is The Good Guys Discount Warehouses (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN 48 004 880 657)
of 60 City Rd, Southbank VIC 3006.
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